Panasonic North America

**Products:**
- chromatography equipment
- cryogenic equipment
- laboratory equipment
- microscopes
- special freezers
- spectroscopy equipment

**Supplier Contact:**
Mike Marciniak, Account Manager  
(847) 530-1555  
[mscott@cfo.pitt.edu](mailto:mscott@cfo.pitt.edu)

**Purchasing Method:**  
PantherExpress System - Hosted Catalog

You may browse this supplier's [website](#), but only place orders through the PantherExpress System.

---

University of Pittsburgh

**Procurement Specialist:**
Molly Scott  
412-624-6204  
[mscott@cfo.pitt.edu](mailto:mscott@cfo.pitt.edu)

**Commodity Categories:**  
Scientific - Medical Equipment

**Programs and Designations:**
- [Sustainability Program](#)